J'aime faire des mots croisés !
(I Like Doing Crossword Puzzles!)

Can you solve the puzzle by working out the clues and matching them with the
word bank?
1.
2.

tréma

first name

written

aigu

les
émotions

anxieux

circonflexe

triste

grave

cédille

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

10.

Across:
3. This accent is a line slanting backwards over a letter: à, où (5)
5. The French word for ‘feelings’ (8)
6. French for ‘sad’ (6)
8. How you might feel just before a test (7)
10. Only letter C ever has this accent; it changes a ‘k’ into a ‘s’ sound, like français (7)
Down:
1. What the French word ‘prénom’ means in English (5,4)
2. The English word for the one underlined in this question: Comment ça s’écrit? (7)
4. An accent which looks like a little pointed hat over a letter, like this: â, ê, î, ô, û (11)
7. Two little dots over a letter, like this: Noël (5)
9. The name of the accent on the letter ‘e’ in these words: épeler, écrit, décembre (4)
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Across:
3. This accent is a line slanting backwards over a letter: à, où (5) grave
5. The French word for ‘feelings’ (8) émotions
6. French for ‘sad’ (6) triste
8. How you might feel just before a test (7) anxieux
10. Only letter C ever has this accent; it changes a ‘k’ into a ‘s’ sound, like français (7) cédille
Down:
1. What the French word ‘prénom’ means in English (5,4) first name
2. The English word for the one underlined in this question: Comment ça s’écrit? (7) written
4. An accent which looks like a little pointed hat over a letter, like this: â, ê, î, ô, û (11) 		
circonflexe
7. Two little dots over a letter, like this: Noël (5) tréma
9. The name of the accent on the letter ‘e’ in these words: épeler, écrit, décembre (4) aigu
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Can you solve the puzzle by working out the clues?
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.
8.

9.

10.
11.

Across:
1. Only letter C ever has this accent; it changes a ‘k’ into a ‘s’ sound, like français (7)
2. This accent is a line slanting backwards over a letter: à, où (5)
4. The French word for ‘female hairdresser’(9)
7. The French word for ‘firefighter’(7)
9. How you might feel just before a test (7)
11. What the French word ‘prénom’ means in English (5,4)
Down:
1. An accent which looks like a little pointed hat over a letter, like this: â, ê, î, ô, û (11)
3. French for ‘sad’ (6)
5. Two little dots over a letter, like this: Noël (5)
6. The French word for ‘feelings’ (8)
8. The English word for the one underlined in this question: Comment ça s’écrit? (7)
10. The name of the accent on the letter ‘e’ in these words: épeler, écrit, décembre (4)
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Across:
1. Only letter C ever has this accent; it changes a ‘k’ into a ‘s’ sound, like français (7) cédille
2. This accent is a line slanting backwards over a letter: à, où (5) grave
4. The French word for ‘female hairdresser’(9) coiffeuse
7. The French word for ‘firefighter’(7) pompier
9. How you might feel just before a test (7) anxieux
11. What the French word ‘prénom’ means in English (5,4) first name
Down:
1. An accent which looks like a little pointed hat over a letter, like this: â, ê, î, ô, û (11) circonflexe
3. French for ‘sad’ (6) triste
5. Two little dots over a letter, like this: Noël (5) tréma
6. The French word for ‘feelings’ (8) émotions
8. The English word for the one underlined in this question: Comment ça s’écrit? (7) written
10. The name of the accent on the letter ‘e’ in these words: épeler, écrit, décembre (4) aigu
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